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1. Introduction. For a continuous function/^) on the unit interval,

let «(y) be the function2 which counts the number of solutions of the

equation f(x) =y—i.e., the number of intersections of the graph of

f(x) with the line yi=y. The function n(y) was introduced by Banach

[l], who proved that/(x) is of bounded variation if and only if n(y)

is Lebesgue integrable, and derived the formula

(1) V(f) = J n(y)dy

for the total variation of f(x). In particular, if f(x) is of bounded

variation it has an a.e. finite n(y), but in general we could have

n(y) = oo identically in the range of f(x) (see e.g. §3). The condition

Ti that n(y) < oo a.e. has many real variable characterizations ([2],

[4, pp. 278-287]); for example, it is equivalent to certain differenti-

ability conditions on f(x). Nina Bary [2] has also shown that any

continuous function on the unit interval can be written as the sum of

three continuous functions satisfying 7\. The paper [3] is in a slightly

different vein, in which an a.e. equivalent definition of n(y) is given

with applications in Fourier series. For example (assuming/(0) =/(l)),

the condition

|  log+ n(y)dy < °o

is shown to imply the uniform convergence of the Fourier series of

/<*)•
The results quoted above are all applications of measure-theoretic

arguments to the function n(y); the purpose of this paper is to look

at implications of the topological properties of n(y). For example,

assume f(x) is a continuous function on the unit interval with the

property that n(y) < °o for every y. Then, it follows from Theorem 1

that f(x) is of bounded variation on a subinterval of any given inter-
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2 See §2 for a more precise definition.
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val (a, 6)C [0, l]. This is a much stronger result than would be pos-

sible if just ra(y) < °° a.e. Also, this property is preserved under finite

sums; hence, the result of Nina Bary is no longer true if Ti is strength-

ened to niy) < <x>, every y. We also remark that if niy) is everywhere

finite, the Fourier series of fix) then converges uniformly at each

point of an open dense set in the unit interval; this, too, is false if we

merely assume niy) < oo a.e.

§3 is devoted to some results of a negative nature. For example,

it is shown by the method of category that there exist continuous

functions/(x) such thatra(y) = °° identically for min/(x) <y <max/(x).

In fact, the function f(x) can even be chosen to satisfy a Holder con-

dition for an arbitrary exponent 8<1. Thus, for a general yo in the

range, fix) oscillates through the line y = yo infinitely often; we also

show that the amplitudes of these oscillations cannot die out too

quickly. More precisely, let y<ct be a pair of real numbers, and

0<xi<x2< • ■ • <xjy<l a partition of [0, l]. Assume further that

fix/) =y for each k, and that/(x) =ot ior at least one x in each of the

N—l intervals {(x&, xk+/)}. We now define niy, a) as the maximum

N ior such partitions.3 Thus niy, a) < =° for every/(x) and y<a, and

0^ra(y, a)^ra(y); indeed, in the absence of local maxima at/(x)=y,

O^niy, a) f (l/2)ra(y) — e as a—*y, where 0^€^1. It then follows

from Theorem 3 that for the general /3-Holder continuous function

fix), where 0<^<l/2, niy, a) increases sufficiently rapidly as a—>y

so that

CB
I    n(ji, a)da = cofor every y,        A < y < B.

J v

where A = min /(x) and B = max fix).

2. A definition and Theorem 1. For a continuous function fix)

GC[0, l] and a real number y, consider the set {x:/(x) =y\. If it is

of cardinality N, or is the union of N possibly-degenerate closed inter-

vals, we define ra(y,/) =N; otherwise, w(y,/) = oo. If the function/(x)

is understood, we will shorten niy, f) to niy). To avoid certain in-

conveniences, we will also decrease the value of ra(y) by one for

y=/(0) or y=fil); for periodic/(x) this is equivalent to assuming

that fix) is defined on the unit circle. We now prove an important

continuity property of niy), which is slightly weaker than the classi-

cal condition of lower semicontinuity. While ra(y) in general is not

lsc, most of the properties that follow from lsc are implied by (2),

although perhaps in a weaker form. For example, the set \y.niy) ^N)

a The function n(y, a) was introduced (essentially) in [3]; indeed, if i\7(E»,a) is de-

fined as in [3, p. 59l], then niy, a+)-£N(Ev,a) +I<n0i, a) + l.
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can differ from a closed set by at most a countable set; see also Corol-

lary 2.3.

Lemma 2.1. Assume bk—ak-+0 and a-c<y<bk, where y is some real

number and f(x) EC[0, l]. Then,

(2) n(y) :£ lim inf max {n(ak), n(bk)}.
t-»»

Proof. First, assume 0<xi<x2< • • • <xN<l are the Nsolutions

of/(x) =y, where n(y) = A< oo. Choose e<(l/4) min (xk+i— Xk), and

5>0 such that \f(x) —y\ ^5 for at least one value of x in each of the

2 A intervals (xk — e, Xk), (xk, xk-\-e). Thus, if 0<5i, 82<8, 2N^n(y — 5i)

+ ra(y + S2) by the Intermediate Value Theorem, and for sufficiently

large k

n(ak) + n(bk) . .
n(y) S-S maxj«(8,), n(bK)\.

The case where there are intervals of solutions of f(x) =y, or where

y=f(0) or y=/(l), can be handled similarly. Likewise, the same

argument shows that if n(y) = oo , the right-hand side of (2) cannot be

bounded.

Remark. Similarly, if y is not the ordinate of a local minimum or

maximum of f(x) and yk—>y, then ra(y):glim inik^xn(yk).

Lemma 2.2. Given a nonconstant f(x) EC[0, l], assume that n(y, f)

< oo for all y in a set of the second (Baire) category in the range of f(x).

Then, there exists a nonempty open interval (a, b) CI [0, l] on which f(x)

is of bounded variation.

Proof. Set_Ejv = {y: n(y)SN} and ^4=min/(x), B = maxf(x). By

hypothesis, UEn is a set of the second Baire category in the interval

[A, B]; hence some set EN is dense in some nonempty open interval

(a, /3)<= [A, B]. It then follows from Lemma 2.1 that ra(y)g A for all

y, a<y </3. Let (a, b) be a component interval of/-1 {(a, /?)}; I claim

that the variation of f(x) on (a, b) is bounded by A(/3 —a). (See also

formula (1).) This follows from the fact that if ~%2\f(xk+i) — f(xk) \

>N(J3—a) for some partition a = x0<xi<x2< • ■ • <xM = b, then

some open interval (a', ji') E [a, 0] must be covered by more than A

of the closed intervals {f([xk, xk+i])}.

Corollary 2.3. Assume that n(y) <<» for every y, except perhaps

on a set of the first (Baire) category. Then, n(y) = oo only on a nowhere

dense set. ,

Proof. Assume A <a<(3<B, where A, B, EN are as before. Since
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U-Eat is of the second category in [a, 8], some set En is dense in some

interval ia', 8')C. [a, 8], and re(y):SN for a' <y<8' as before. Hence

{y: niy) = oo J is not dense in (a, 8).

Theorem 1. Assume niy, f) < oo except for a countable number of y,

or alternately except for a nowhere dense set. Then, there exists a sequence

of intervals (an, b„)C. [0, l], whose union is dense in [0, l], such that

fix) is of bounded variation in each interval (a„, bn).

Proof. I claim that every nonempty interval (c, d) C [0,1 ] contains

a nonempty interval (a, b) on which fix) is of bounded variation;

this follows by applying Lemma 2.2 to the function g(x) =/(c+ id — c)x).

Hence if £F is the collection of all intervals (ri, r/) with rational end-

points and with/(x) of bounded variation on (rl( r/), then US7 is dense

in [0, 1],

Remark. If fix) =2x+x sin 1/x, then/(x) is of bounded variation

on each interval (1/ra, l] but not on (0, l]; thus Theorem 1 cannot

be improved even if ra(y, /) < °° for every y.

3. Negative results. We recall that a subset R of a complete metric

space E is called residual if it is the complement of a set of the first

category in E; i.e., the complement of a countable union of nowhere

dense sets. In particular, a residual set would be nonempty (and even

dense in the space), and a countable intersection of residual sets is

also residual. In the following, let C[0, l] be the metric space of all

continuous functions on [0, l], with the norm ||/|| =maxj |/(x) |.

Theorem 2. For all fix) in a certain residual set in C[0, l], ra(y, /)

= oo for every y, minx fix) < y < max, fix).

Proof. For/(x)EC[0, l] and ^4=min/(x), 5 = max/(x), define

(3)        KN=  if: B- A^ 2/N, inf ra(y,/) g n\ .
K A+l/N<y£B-l/N )

I claim that each set KN is nowhere dense in C[0, l], or, alternately,

that any neighborhood of any function/(x)GC1[0, l] contains an

open set which is totally disjoint from KN- Choose fix) £Cl [0, l]

and 57>0, and an integer k such that 3C/k<r), 3C/k<l/N, where

C=max, \f'(x)\. Thus |/(//fc)-/((/-1)/*) | ^C/Jfe for l^l^k; now
define

fiix) = fu-i + 2C/k sin iwNkx,

Q - l)/k g x g i2l - l)/2jfe,

=-/,_, + 2k(Jt -fi-/)ix - i2l - 1)/2A),

(2/ - l)/2& ^ x ^ l/k,
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where fi=f(l/k). Hence, \\f—f^\^3C/k<n, where H/I^max* |/(x)|
as above, and n(y,fA =5 2 A for min/i<y<max/i. Now, assume g(x)

EC[0, 1], ||/1-g||<e=C/4A. Thus, f((l-l)/k)£y£f(l/k) (or/^y
^fi-i), some /, for every y in the interval min g(x)A-2C/kA-e^y

^max g(x)— 2C/k — e; and n(y, g)^2N—l for these y by the Inter-

mediate Value Theorem. Hence KN is nowhere dense for any N; the

residual set required is the complement of l)KN plus the constant

functions.

The same arguments also apply in the Holder spaces Cq[0, l],

0<8<1. Here C%[0, l] is the closure of C^O, l] with respect to the

norm ||/||0 = ||/||+supj,„ \f(x)—f(y) /\x—y|"; i.e., the set of all f(x)

EC[0, l] such that f(x)—f(y)=a( x — y\&) uniformly in x and y.4

Corollary 3.1. Assume 0<8<l. Then, the set of f(x)EC^[0, l]

such that n(y, f) = oo for every y, min/(x) <y <max/(x), is a residual

set in Cq[0, l].

Proof. Define KnQCq as in (3), and note that

\\f-fh = 0(W/k^).

Alternately, since 0^ra(y, a)^n(y), where n(y, a) is as defined in the

introduction, Corollary 3.1 could be obtained from

Theorem 3. Assume 0</3<l and \>8/(l —ft). Then, for every f(x)

in a certain residual set in Cq[0, l], and A, B as before,

(5) I    n(y, a)xda = oo for all y,        A < y < B.
J y

Proof. For/(x)eCo[0, l] and A^l, define

KN =  if: B - A ^ 2/A, inf |    n(y, cAHa. ̂  n\ .
( A+l/N&iiiB-l/N  J v )

As before, choose f(x) G C'[0, l], n > 0, 8 = 1 - 8 - 8/\ > 0,

C> max, \f'(x) |, and an integer k such that 3C/k < 1/N, 50CN/ks <n.

Define/i(x) as in (4), except with M= [(Nk)lix] replacing N; thus

\\f-fi\\^ = 0(M^/k^)<r,. If now [|/i —g|| <e = C/AJt, then g(x) satis-
fies ra(y, yA-e)^M—l for min g(x) + l/Agy^max g(x) — l/N, and

f^n(y, aYdat€(M-l)x>N for these y and C>C(K). Hence, KN is

nowhere dense in Cq [0, l], as before.

Remarks. Assume A^yKa^B and/(x)£C£[0, l}l then/(xi)=y

* Indeed, iff(.x)-f(y) = <r(\x-y\l>) and/(0)=/(l), then ||^-/||^0, where [sn(x)}
are the (C, 1) sums of the trigonometric Fourier series of f{x).
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and/(x2) =a for some xi, x2, and a—y^\\f\\^il/niy, a))" by the defini-

tion of ra(y, a). Hence,

niy, a) = 0(l/(a - y)1"1)

uniformly in y and a, for any /(x) £Cq [0, l]. In particular, the inte-

gral (5) is always finite for any X</3. On the other hand, for any

l<l/8 — 1, it follows from Theorem 3 that ra(y, a)^0(l/(a—y)') for

any value of y in the interior of the range of a general fix) £ C§ [0, l].

As an intermediate result, it can be shown that ra(y, a)

7^0(l/(a—y)1'"-*) for any e>0 and all y in a residual set in the

range, again for the general fix) £ Cq [0, l].

Actually, there is a close relationship between the behavior of

niy, a) and the modulus of continuity for a function f(x)£C[0', l],

and most of the above results have analogs for more general Banach

spaces of continuous functions. For example, let w(0) =0 log 1/6, and

let C"[0, l] be the closure of C^O, l] with respect to the norm

||/||„ = max» |/(x)| +sup*,„ |/(x)-/(y) |/w(|x —y\). As before (see

footnote 4), C"[0, l] is identical with the set of/(x)£C[0, l] such

that fix)— fiy) =<r(a/(|x — y\)) uniformly in x and y. An easy adap-

tation of the proof of Theorem 3 now implies that for all fix) in a

residual set in C$[0, l],

CB
I     expra(y, a)2dct = <x> for all y,        A < y < B,

J y

where ^4=min/(x), 5 = max/(x) as before. In particular, this gives

a class of functions/(x)£C[0, l] with ||/||p = 0(1/(1-/3)), 0<8<l,
such that niy) = oo identically for A <y<B.

Indeed, the existence of/(x)£C[0, l] with ra(y) = oo for A ^y^B

is^part of the folk lore of the subject; see e.g. the result of Kunen

inj[3, p. 601].
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